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Who are we?
50 Specialists in realizing forecasting and planning improvements
– Focus on design and implementation
– System independent
– Line management experience (f.e. Sales, SCM & Finance)
and university educated
– Cross functional & hands-on mentality
– Proven track records in interim management
– Industry focus; industrial companies, its suppliers and customers
– Network facilitator
– Deliver concrete projects with a short throughput time and clear deliverables.
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EyeOn offering

Industry networks

Expert Sessions / Idea Labs

Benchmarks

Teaching: EyeOn Academy

Research & Publications
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EyeOn combines key elements to drive planning improvements under one roof

PLANNING
SPECIALISM
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INDUSTRY
EXPERTISE

DRIVE TO
IMPLEMENT

ANALYTICS &
TOOLING

PEOPLE FOCUS

PLANNING
IMPROVEMENTS

Full service offering forecasting and planning

Objective

Selection of
expertise
areas
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Project

Interim

Academy

Forecast Services

Develop and
implement
tailored solutions

Temps with
assignment to
improve
processes, tools
and /or
capabilities

Advance
Forecasting and
Planning
specialists in their
career

Deliver best
possible forecast

Forecasting,
demand Mgt,
demand sensing,
supply planning,
S&OP, NPI,
Promo planning,
inventory
optimization,
financial planning,
complex project
planning, APS
selection

Forecast analyst,
Demand Manager
(local and central),
Supply Planner,
Planning
Manager,
Financial analyst,
Controller, Project
planner

Industry
networks, Idea
labs / expert
sessions,
teaching, job
placement,
research,
coaching

Basecasting

Regular update
stock parameters

EventCasting
(promotions,
events)
Inventory
parameter
setting,

S&OP and value
chain reporting

Solutions

Data Science

Develop and
implement fast,
innovative and
scalable ICT
solutions

Develop and
implement
quantitative
models for
decision support

Quick
prototyping

Statistical
forecasting,
production and
inventory control,
big data, data
mining,
optimization,
simulation
modeling,
analytics

Cloudbased
planning &
forecasting
Fit-for-use
dashboard
developing

Selection of customers
High Tech
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FMCG

Process

Life Science

Marine & Offshore

Eyeon Knowledge Network Planning & Forecasting in Switzerland
– Knowledge network offers Supply chain professionals a learning network on trends and best practices in business planning
– The members share experiences and learn from each other via research, benchmark studies and dedicated workshops
– Leading multinationals in the process industry with planning hubs and/or operations in Europe
– Covering the process value chain
– Business Planning & Forecasting

Objectives
– Meet your peers in the business
– Share knowledge and learn from each other
– Get updated on the latest research

– Exchange solutions and field experiences
– ...
Event calendar:
• Semiannually during Round Table sessions
• Expert Sessions and Idea Labs on request of the network members
Note : Disclosure of company specific information only after approval

Process network comprises several value chains based on commonalities in planning
patterns & drivers
Chemicals
•
•
•
•
•

Food & Feed
• Animal feed
• Food ingredients

Base Chemicals
Specialties
Plastics
Paintings & Coatings
Biochemicals

•
•
•
•
•

Sheet metals
Paper
Textiles
Packaging materials
Construction materials

Asset-driven production vs. capacity mgmt.

Fixed Supply, Large Risks, Valorization choices

Large Batch Sizes, Limited Flexibility

Decoupling point sensitivity

Large scale, low level of standardization

Early stage in value chain

A
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Materials

B

base

Inter
mediate

Compo
nent

End
Product

Planning Inspiration Days

– 2 Yearly Event – All Industries
– Content: Planning & Forecasting
– Next Planning Inspiration Day planned for Oct 5th, 2017
– Highlights last PID - November 2015
• Visionary key notes a.o. Lora Cecere - SC Insights
• Over 300 participants
• More than 30 PID sessions
• PID presentations and content available on EyeOn website
• PID movie captures the spirit of the day!
• Life Science pre -event
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EyeOn Masterclasses
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Effective Customer Driven S&OP



Forecasting & Demand Management



Robust Supply Planning



Inventory Management



Planning & Forecasting with analytics

Design and implementation of S&OP / IBP

Manufacturer of Food ingredients & biobased chemicals
Company profile
•
•
•
•
•
•

World's largest and most experienced producer of natural lactic acid, lactates, gluconates,
lactitol, lactides and polylactides. Leading in natural food preservation and biochemicals.
Innovation leader in bio-based and biodegradable plastics
Major player in the emulsifier and functional blends market for the bakery industry
Sales volume: 900 M€.
Global Manufacturing footprint, with cross company supplies
Global network of sales office, local application centers

Starting points

Project

Results

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

Organization is the results of a merger of
two former divisions with different
business characteristics.
S&OP has a negative connotation due
toe earlier failing attempts.
Attempts to implement S&OP have not
been successful with involving sales,
finance and senior leadership.
Products are based on agricultural raw
materials, position taking (procurement)
needs to meet future market demand.
Business growth requires cross functional
alignment to optimize capacity and
shape demand to optimize profit.

•

•

Design an S&OP blueprint considering:
• Fits the new organizational structure
• Leveraging existing meetings
• Onboard both sales and finance next
to operations (incl. procurement)
• Respects differences in business
characteristics in the markets
• Executive involvement (Exec. S&OP)
Implement the blueprint globally
including KPI dashboarding and meeting
packages
Coach key players including ExCo
members on behavior.

•
•
•

Monthly S&OP / IBP process running
from downstream sales and factories up
to executive level.
S&OP Lead and process manager in
place with mandate and trained to
sustain and improve the process
Broad understanding of S&OP / IBP the
behavior
Better decision making:
• Focus on medium/long-term
important topics
• No (bilateral) shortcuts
• Facts based
• Forward looking instead backward

End-to-End Planning and Order Fulfillment

Water applications
Company profile
•
•
•

•
•

Producer of chemicals used in water-intensive industries
Worldwide operating company with headquarters in Finland
EMEA supply chain has around 60 production plants, warehouses, terminals and DC’s (in
Scandinavia, The Netherlands, Germany, Austria, Spain, France, Italy, Poland, UK)
Around 4.500 Employees
Annual turnover of 2,2B Euro

Starting points

Project

Results

•

•

•

•
•
•

Inefficient Available-to-Promise process,
not utilizing SAP functionality
Limited use of MRP to plan production
and replenish raw material stock
No use of forecasting in the
replenishment process
Need for an efficient and harmonize
processes which gives more transparency
throughout the full supply chain. In
addition, serves as an enabler to
implement an Advanced Planning
System (APS) as part of the S&OP project

•
•

Pilot phase to setup blue print designs
for a number of different plant
configurations
Implementation of MRP and ATP in 7
different waves.
Waves consists of a Design Review
Workshops, Building & Master data
collection, Training and Intensive care
phase

Role of EyeOn:
• Interim Project Manager
• Subject Matter Expert

•
•
•

•

Harmonized MRP-ATP process for the
central customer service centers and all
EMEA production plants, DC’s and
terminals
Full transparency of product availability
within the EMEA supply chain
Efficiency gain by reducing email
communication
Reduction of working capital and/or
operational costs in those areas where an
accurate forecast is available
Full alignment of decisions made within
S&OP and operational planning
processes

Interim Supply Chain Planner +

A global specialty chemical company
•
•

•
•

A global advanced materials and specialty additives company that produces a broad range of
products found in items people use every day.
Its market-driven approaches take advantage of world-class technology platforms and leading
positions in attractive end-markets such as transportation, building and construction and
consumables
Turnover > $9.0 billion and serve customers in more than 100 countries
Employs approximately 14,000 people around the world.

Starting points

Project

Results

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

Absence of planner
Decentralized planning department with
no clear planning and scheduling
horizons and responsibilities
Limited documentation about planning
processes and way of working
Strong market demand and at the mean
time strong pressure on availability of
raw materials and lack of capacity

•
•

•

Immediately planning support by hands
on mentality and superior experience
Build up in-depth knowledge of internal
processes and tooling
Standardize way of working with
planning department with clear
responsibilities
SCM organization re-design

•
•

Immediate relieve of planner workload
Standardized working procedures within
planning department
Complete and detailed ‘Planning
Handbook’
SCM department re-organized including
physical m0ve planning department
from production plant to headquarter
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